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Hello!
The summer is rolling along and so is work in the garden. Recent
days have been an explosion of color (and work), as the beds hit
peak color. We have begun the rating process. All plants in the
garden, regardless of sponsorship status, are rated three times a
season:

• Early/Mid June
• Mid July/Early August
• Late August/Early September

In the public garden alone, from June 2-15th, we rated roughly 350
varieties among 40+ genera on overall quality, foliage, uniformity,
and, if applicable, flower appearance. A little over 10% received
and ‘Excellent’ rating on overall quality. Not surprisingly, these
early favorites were also early bloomers, include several varieties
of Dianthus, Salvia, Penstemon, and Gaillardia. However, a few
were rated Excellent based on foliage alone, including Artemesia
Garden Ghost, and several varieties of Heuchera. All promotional
or private sponsors should have received their first report by now,
if you have not, or if you have any questions regarding the ratings,
please contact me.

In addition to these ratings, we are collecting information on
height (with and without flowers), and spread, as well as our daily
impressions (including photos) as we work maintaining the
gardens. Our final assessments will be based on a combination of
these time specific ratings, measurements, and our periodic
impressions. The next section lists our 5 Top Picks based on these
ratings and our general impressions.

-Eileen Anderson
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Current Top Five:
Okay, its really a selection of Top 10, five from Jack and five from
me. As we work the garden, we each have our own take on ‘the
best’ and agree to disagree on top selections (though we each agree
that the other’s choices are very good).

My Picks:

1. VERONICA 'Seaside’ from GardenChoice™: It has been a
nonstop bloomer, with large upright flowers. At a time of the
season, when Veronicas starts to fizzle out, this one stands out.

2. COREOPSIS hybrida UpTick™ Red from Darwin Perennials®: We
have had a very wet summer and most of our coreopsis have
succumbed to mildew. The one is the exception, with beautiful
red and yellow flowers atop gorgeous green foliage.

3. GERANIUM 'Blushing Turtle’ from Must Have Perennials®:
Though not yet in full flower, its foliage is stunningly fresh and
green. It also has a great ‘turtle’ habit.

4. ACHILLEA millefolium Skysail Yellow from Dummen Orange®: It
has a great habit and full of buds and yellow flowers, tinged
with orange. Extremely sunny addition to the garden.

5. AGASTACHE 'Blue Fortune’: I added a lot of ‘standards’ to the
garden as comparable plants, and this is one of my all-time
favorites. While some of these standards have disappointed me
with their performance, Blue Fortune dominates the Agastache
bed with its great habit and profuse spikes of bluish lavender
flowers that attracts bees and butterflies.

5. 4..
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Current Top Five (continued):
Jack’s Picks:

1. ARTEMISIA GardenGhost™ from GardenChoice™: A leftover
from last season, this plant survived months in the greenhouse
and is now thriving in the garden. It has beautiful silver foliage
and a great, uniform habit.

2. LEUCANTHEMUM × superbum 'Becky’: The Leucanthemum bed
is crowded with candidates claiming to be better. However,
none of them have as nice of a habit and beautiful foliage, not
to mention it’s covered in buds.

3. POLEMONIUM boreale 'Heavenly Habit’: It has delicate flowers
that rise over ‘fern-like’ foliage.

4. SEDUM rubens 'Lizard’ from Benary: The plants form a great
mat that is full and plush. Would be great in a drier garden.

5. SALVIA × guaranitica Bodacious® 'Rhythm & Blues’ from
PlantHaven International: Butterflies flock its flowers, which are
a vibrant blue.

We are continually asking each other ‘what do you think of this?’,
‘what is your favorite (pick a genus)?’ So, stay tuned for next
month, with a new set of top 5 picks!

-Eileen Anderson
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Wildlife in the Garden:

• By late spring/early summer, our garden turned into
a wildlife sanctuary. From butterflies to finches to
bees and ducks, this place is thriving with all kinds of
wildlife.

• The real star of the show was our mallard duck
Gracie. She decided to make her nest in an old pile of
compost and trusted us to take care of her for a
month or two. We sheltered her, protected her and
gave her a place to swim until her eggs hatched.
When they finally did, she took off to the nearest
body of water to raise her little ducklings.

• Although they are typically found near the beaches,
we also had a killdeer shorebird make a nest in one
of our garden beds. With a loud call and a wide wing
display, she made it known not to come anywhere
near her.

• Having all of this wildlife in our garden here at Green
Leaf means a lot to us. It tells us that we have a
healthy ecosystem of plants, animals and insects to
support our garden and the surrounding
environment. We couldn’t be more excited.

-Jack Anton 
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Upcoming Events:
Cultivate:  July 16-19th Columbus, OH

PPA National Symposium:  August 1st-5th

Lancaster, PA


